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Abstract

A novel approach mixing the qualities of hard-modelling and soft-modelling methods is proposed to analyse kinetic data
monitored spectrometrically. Taking as a basis the Multivariate Curve Resolution–Alternating Least Squares method
Ž .MCR–ALS , which obtains the pure concentration profiles and spectra of all absorbing species present in the raw measure-
ments by using typical soft-modelling constraints, a new hard constraint is introduced to force some or all the concentration
profiles to fulfill a kinetic model, which is refined at each iterative cycle of the optimisation process.

This modification of MCR–ALS drastically decreases the rotational ambiguity associated with the kinetic profiles ob-
tained using exclusively soft-modelling constraints. The optional inclusion of some or all the absorbing species into the ki-
netic model allows the successful treatment of data matrices whose instrumental response is not exclusively due to the chem-
ical components involved in the kinetic process, an impossible scenario for classical hard-modelling approaches. Moreover,
the possible distinct constraint of each of the matrices in a three-way data set allows for the simultaneous analysis of kinetic
runs with diverse kinetic models and rate constants. Thus, the introduction of model-based and model-free features in the
treatment of kinetic data sets yields more satisfactory results than the application of pure hard- or pure soft-modelling ap-
proaches. Simulated and real examples are used to confirm this statement. q 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Kinetic processes monitored spectroscopically
have been traditionally analysed using hard-modell-
ing approaches where the parameters for a given ki-
netic model are fitted. The parameters include the rate
constants and the molar absorptivities of the reacting

w xcomponents at all measured wavelengths 1–5 . This
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classical approach has an excellent performance if the
kinetic model set is appropriate and if all the varia-
tion related to the spectrometric response is linked to
the components involved in the process.

Soft-modelling approaches, like multivariate curve
resolution, are meant to describe processes without
using explicitly the underlying chemical model linked

w xto them 6 . This avoids errors caused by the assump-
tion of a wrong model and allows the presence and
modelling of chemical components responsible for
part of the experimental response measured, which do
not participate in the process under study. The main
drawback of these soft methods is the rotational am-
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biguity associated with the profiles obtained, which is
especially critical in kinetic problems, where lack of

Žselectivity and similarly shaped profiles either con-
.centration profiles or spectra are often encountered

w x7 .
There is a mutual benefit in the use of a mixed

approach including hard- and soft-modelling fea-
tures. Thus, introducing the fulfillment of a kinetic
model as a hard constraint in a soft-modelling method
like Multivariate Curve Resolution–Alternating Least

Ž .Squares MCR–ALS helps to minimise the rota-
tional ambiguity associated with the concentration
profiles given by the resolution method and provides
the rate constants as additional output information.
On the other hand, the flexibility linked to MCR–
ALS helps pure hard-modelling methods to cope with
systems where the instrumental response measured
has contributions other than those related to the ki-
netic process. These extra contributions to the re-
sponse can come simply from instrumental varia-
tions, e.g., strong drifts, or from the presence of inert
absorbing interferences with no kinetic behaviour, as
it is often the case in complex or natural samples. In
these cases, only the concentration profiles of com-
pounds linked to the kinetic process are forced to be
fitted by the reaction model, whereas the profiles re-
lated to alien contributions are modelled using exclu-
sively soft-modelling constraints, such as non-nega-
tivity, unimodality, etc.

Typical advantages of the application of MCR–
ŽALS to several experiments simultaneously three-

.way data analysis may also be used in the resolution
w xof kinetic problems 6,8,9 . The flexibility in the ap-

plication of constraints is a positive point, i.e., the
different experiments in a three-way data set can be
differently constrained and so can be the profiles
within the same experiment. This actually means that
different data matrices in the same three-way data set
can be fitted to different kinetic models or be com-
pletely soft-modelled. Differences in kinetics can

Žstem from either the kinetic mechanism e.g., the
same compound evolving in different experimental

.conditions, etc. or the rate constants or both. Solv-
ing via soft-modelling matrices with incomplete ki-
netic information in combination with well known
experiments can give hints about the mechanism of
the least characterised process through the exam of
the related kinetic profiles and can provide the lack-

ing parameters for a later kinetic model-based fitting,
e.g., initial reagent concentrations.

In imitation to the role of matrices of standards in
the resolution of a three-way data set, having a refer-
ence matrix with a kinetic process perfectly known in
terms of reaction mechanism and initial reagent con-
centrations and with no spurious contributions in the
instrumental response is of great value to model more
complex data matrices, e.g., suppose a kinetic pro-
cess monitored in the laboratory using pure reagents
as the reference process, and industrial runs or the
degradation process of a commercial product in a
natural sample as the matrices to be analysed with.
The kinetic standard would also solve situations of
rank-deficiency, such as the presence of an inert ab-
sorbing interference throughout the kinetic process.

Several simulated data sets emulating the kinetic
problems mentioned have been analysed to test the
usefulness of the novel approach. The recovery of
concentration profiles, spectra and rate constants, and
the quality of the data fit have been assessed. These
results have also been compared with those obtained
using pure hard- and soft-modelling approaches. To
end the study, the performance of the new approach
has been tested with some real examples.

2. Theory

All multivariate resolution analyses are based on
the matrix equation

DsCST qE 1Ž .

where D is the original raw data matrix with the
mixed experimental information, the columns in C
and the rows in ST contain the pure response profiles
of the n mixture components associated with the row
direction and the column direction of D, respec-
tively, and E is the error-related matrix. The general
definition of these matrices holds for any of the
chemical problems tackled by these methods. For a

Žspectrometrically monitored kinetic process see Fig.
.1 , the rows in D would be the spectra collected at

each different reaction time, C would contain the ki-
netic concentration profiles of each compound in-
volved in the process and ST the related spectra.
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Ž . Ž . ŽFig. 1. Application of MCR–ALS to the analysis of a a single UV monitored kinetic process and b several kinetic experiments D , D ,1 2
. Ž .D , D performed at different temperatures T , T , T , T . nw means wavelengths and ns number of species. Note that the different exper-3 4 1 2 3 4

iments do not need to share the time axis.

(2.1. Pure hard-modelling approach non-linear mul-
)tiÕariate kinetic fitting

Hard-modelling approaches of fitting multivariate
absorption data are based on mathematical relation-

ships, which describe the measurements quantita-
tively. In chemical kinetics, the analysis is based on
the kinetic model or reaction mechanism, which
quantitatively describes the reactions and all concen-
trations in the solution under investigation.
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Non-linear least squares fitting consists of finding
that set of parameters for which the sum over all the
squares, ssq, over all the elements of the error ma-
trix, E, is minimal. This crucial sum is a function of
the measurement, D, the model and the parameters

ssqs f D, model, parameters .Ž .

Ž .There are two types of parameters. a The rate
constants, which, together with the kinetic model,
define the matrix C of concentrations. The required
calculation can be straightforward for simple reac-
tion mechanism or models. In more difficult cases,
the integration of the differential equations needs to

Ž .be done numerically. b The molar absorptivities of
all reacting species, which are the elements of the
matrix ST and are linear parameters. The number of
linear parameters can be excessively large if mea-
surements are performed at many wavelengths, e.g.,
using a diode array instrument. It is crucial to realize
that these linear parameters can effectively be elimi-
nated from the iterative process. At any stage in the
process, the best linear parameters are explicitly cal-
culated as ST sCqD, where Cq is the pseudo-in-

w xverse of the matrix C 10 . Thus, for a given model,
the sum of squares can be defined as a function of

Ž .only the non-linear parameters the rate constants ,
and these non-linear parameters, which define C, are
the only ones that need to be fitted in an iterative
process. This very small number of parameters is a
key factor in explaining the robustness of the hard-
modelling approaches.

The most common algorithms for the iterative fit-
ting are based on the Newton–Gauss–Marquardt
Ž . w xNGM algorithm 11 . This algorithm requires the
computation of the derivatives of the error matrix E
with respect to the parameters. These computations
are relatively cumbersome; however, the robustness
of the algorithm, in combination with the quadratic
convergence close to the minimum, renders the algo-
rithm much faster than more simple alternatives such
as the simplex algorithm.

The most difficult aspect of hard-modelling is the
determination of the correct model. The process of
fitting several models and comparing the results can
be tedious. Usually the simplest model, which ade-
quately fits the data within the error limits of the

measurements, is chosen. Obviously, this does not
prove the model to be correct. Model-free methods
can be invaluable in supporting the model choice.
However, from the present point of view, it is impor-
tant to recognise that hard-modelling based on chem-
ical reaction models will not describe artifacts such as
drifting baselines, etc. If such data are analysed di-
rectly, ignoring the interference, the results will nec-
essarily be wrong.

( )2.2. Pure soft-modelling approach MCR–ALS

Multivariate Curve Resolution–Alternating Least
Squares is an iterative resolution method applicable to

Ždata sets formed by one or more data matrices two-
. w xor three-way data sets, respectively 8,9,12–18 .

At each iterative cycle of the optimisation pro-
cess, matrices C and ST are calculated under con-
straints so as they minimise as much as possible the
error in the reproduction of the original data set, D.
Such a process undergoes the following steps.

1. Determination of the number of components in D.
2. Construction of non-random initial estimates of

T Ž .spectra, S or concentration profiles, C , using
wchemical insight or chemometric methods 19–

x22 .
3. Given D and ST, least-squares calculation of C

under the suitable constraints.
4. Given D and C, least-squares calculation of ST

under the suitable constraints.
5. Reproduction of D, using C and ST. If the conver-

gence criterion is fulfilled, the process is finished.
If not, go back to step 3.

This sequence is valid when a ST-type initial esti-
mate is used. When working with C-type estimates,
the order of steps 3 and 4 is reversed.

Typical soft-modelling constraints of MCR–ALS
can be applied to kinetic data sets when appropriate.
Selectivity should be used if possible, however is of-
ten not present in kinetic data. Exceptions are the ex-
istence of pure starting material at the very begin-

Žning of a measurement the first spectrum at time
. Ž .zero or pure product s at the very end of the mea-
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surement if data have been acquired long enough.
Kinetic concentration profiles can often take advan-
tage of local rank constraints when some species are
known to be absent in certain time windows. A pre-
vious local rank analysis and the underlying kinetic
model linked to the process are used to set this con-

w xstraint 9 . Naturally, non-negativity is applied to the
concentrations and UV spectra. Often the kinetic
profiles form a closed system. Additionally, the pres-

Ž .ence of only one maximum per profile unimodality
can be applied in most cases.

It is worthwhile stressing the great flexibility of
application of constraints in MCR–ALS, which is one
of the most outstanding features of the method and
has allowed the adaptation of MCR–ALS to many

w xdifferent chemical problems 12–18 . Thus, the pro-
files within matrix C and within matrix ST can be
constrained differently. In kinetic terms, constraining
only some profiles in matrix C to form a closed sys-
tem allows for the presence and modelling of absorb-
ing species out of the kinetic process.

As in other chemical situations, MCR–ALS can
analyse several kinetic experiments together. Given

Ž .the data decomposition of the method see Fig. 1 , it
Žis visible that the pure spectra of the compounds in

T .matrix S should be the same in all experiments, but
the concentration profiles in the different C subma-
trices need not share a common shape. This is the
reason why kinetic experiments performed in differ-

Ž .ent conditions e.g., pH, T , initial concentration, etc.
and, hence, showing different kinetic profiles, can be
analysed together as long as the spectra of the com-
pounds involved in the process remain invariant. The
varying shape of the kinetic profiles in different ex-
periments can be due either to different underlying
kinetic models, to different initial concentrations or to
different rate constants. Again, the freedom in the
application of constraints favours the resolution pro-
cess inasmuch as each of the C submatrices in the
data set can be differently constrained. This means,
for instance, that when a three-way data set has ki-
netic runs involving different species in their kinetic
processes, the kinetic profiles to be closed in each
case can be appropriately selected.

In contrast to the pure hard-modelling approach,
the concentration of each of the species at the begin-
ning of the monitored reaction is not needed to ob-
tain the related kinetic profiles.

( )2.3. Mixed approach MCR–ALS with kinetic fitting

The new approach proposed pretty much follows
the MCR–ALS operational procedure. Indeed, the
sequence of the resolution method above is only
modified in what concerns the calculation of the ma-

Ž .trix of kinetic profiles step 3 . Now, the soft-mod-
elled kinetic profiles in C are used as input for a
non-linear multivariate kinetic fit. Selected columns

Žof a matrix C or of a submatrix C in the case of
.three-way data are fitted to a chemical model. The

fitting is directly done on the concentration profiles
Žand there are no spectral contributions linear param-

.eters to be taken into account. The resulting fitted
kinetic profiles update the soft-modelled ones and the
rate constants of the process are obtained as addi-
tional information. Fig. 2 shows graphically the pro-
cedure. In this example, the first three concentration
profiles of C are fitted to the chemical model and the
fitted curves replace the originals. The fourth col-
umn, which represents a background contribution, is
not changed at all.

Including the hard-modelling step of kinetic fit-
ting in the resolution procedure decreases signifi-
cantly the rotational ambiguity associated with the
pure soft-modelling approach. Indeed, any constraint

w xcan contribute to this decrease 23,24 , in particular
kinetic fitting which shapes concentration profiles in
a very strong manner.

The best qualities of pure hard-modelling and pure
soft-modelling methodologies merge in this new
method. Thus, as in pure soft-modelling, constrain-

Žing only some profiles within the C matrix see Fig.
.2 or analysing simultaneously experiments with dif-

ferent kinetic models or different rate constants is
possible and because of the hard-modelling contribu-
tion, the concentration profiles related to the kinetic
process are better defined and reliable rate constants
are obtained.

Because of the flexibility in the application of
constraints, experiments to be fitted to a kinetic model
can be analysed with others lacking part of the nec-
essary information for this purpose, either the under-
lying kinetic model, the initial concentrations or both,
which can be simply soft-modelled. This combina-
tion helps to find out the undergone process in the
least known experiment and provides the unknown
concentrations of the species at the beginning of the
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Ž .Fig. 2. Application of the kinetic fitting constraint to the C matrix. This example has four absorbing compounds A, B, C and X and only A, B and C are involved in the kinetic
process. Dotted lines and dotted rectangles in matrix C represent profiles obtained with soft-modelling constraints. Solid lines and shaded rectangles are profiles fitted to a kinetic
model.
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process. With this information, the soft-modelled ex-
periment can be fitted to a kinetic model in a later
data analysis.

It is also worth noting that there are additional as-
pects to the analyses of series of experiments taken
under different conditions which are not readily
recognised. In chemical reaction schemes with exclu-
sively first-order reactions, the concentration profiles
as well as the measurements at all wavelengths are
linear combinations of exponential functions. The rate
constants resulting from straight exponential fits are
often called observed rate constants. Unfortunately, it
is generally impossible to unambiguously relate these
observed rate constants to the chemically relevant rate
constants of the reaction mechanism; e.g., their order
can be reversed without loss of quality of the expo-

w xnential fit 25 . The correct correlation can only be
established if additional information is available, such
as information about the spectra of the components.
In this new approach, it is the common matrix ST of
the reacting species, which allows the correct corre-
lation of all observed rate constants with the suitable
steps of the kinetic process.

3. Data sets

3.1. Simulated data sets

All simulated data sets work with a kinetic pro-
Ž .cess involving three compounds A, B and C linked

Ž .Fig. 3. Kinetic profiles and pure spectra used in the simulated examples see Section 3 for explanation .
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by two consecutive irreversible first-order reactions.
The related kinetic model is shown below

k k1 2

A™B™C

where k and k are the rate constants and in all ex-1 2

amples, k s k s 1. Although this is the kinetic1 2

model used in all simulations, the algorithm can fit
many other models of different complexity.

Ž .The central plots in Fig. 3 up and down show
respectively, the concentration profiles and spectra of
the basic matrix used for all kinetic simulations in
solid lines. This matrix is called hereafter D . This isa

a data set that shows selectivity in the kinetic di-
rection for compounds A and C. Single matrices
obtained modifying D or three-way data sets com-a

bining D with other matrices are used to representa
Ždiverse problems found in real kinetic data see de-

.scription below . All data matrices have a noise level
equal to 2% of the average absorbance value with
heteroscedastic pattern proportional to the signal.

3.1.1. Complete and incomplete kinetic processes
D is a data set which monitors the kinetic pro-a

Žcess completely, i.e., in the starting spectrum time
.s0 only A is present and the reaction goes forward

until the last product expected, C, persists alone. Df

and D are examples of incomplete kinetic pro-b

cesses, whose starting point and end point are respec-
Ž .tively missing see Fig. 3 . This may happen if the

Ž .solution has partially reacted before monitoring Df

or if the end point of the kinetic process has not been
reached and the measurement is stopped too early
Ž .D . From a mathematical point of view, this leadsb

Ž . Ž .to a loss of selectivity either for A D or for C D .f b

Fig. 4. Chart describing the kinetic pathway proposed for the cyclopalladation process of imines 1 and 2. Imine 1 completes steps I and II,
w xwhereas imine 2 completes steps I, II and III. For more information about the identity of compounds A, B, C and D, see Refs. 23–25 .
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3.1.2. Presence of drift in a kinetic process
D is the matrix obtained by adding a drift to thed

original data set, D . The concentration profile of thea

drift contribution follows a quadratic function cs
at 2 qbt and the spectrum associated imitates a typi-

Ž .cal solvent spectrum see dotted lines in Fig. 3 .

3.1.3. Presence of an absorbing interference in the
kinetic process

D is a matrix with an absorbing interference pre-i
Žsent throughout the kinetic process see dot-dashed

.lines in Fig. 3 . In contrast to D , the kinetic processd

is incomplete and equal to the one present in D . Thisf

is an example of rank-deficient matrix because one
Ž .component the interference is constantly present in

the whole process. Due to the closure of the data set,
this extra component cannot be detected in a rank
analysis.

All the data analyses performed, either in a single
Ž .data matrix two-way data sets or simultaneously in

Ž .several of them three-way data sets , have been car-
ried out using one or more of the data matrices pre-
viously described.

3.2. Real data sets

The real examples are cyclometallation reactions
between imines and palladium acetate in acetic acid
to give cyclopalladated compounds through a series

Ž . w xof consecutive reactions see Fig. 4 26,27 . Because
of their chemical nature, imine 1 can only experience
steps I and II of the process, whereas imine 2 can
complete steps I, II and III if measurements are taken
for a long enough period of time.

For both imines, the dependence of the kinetic
process with temperature was studied. In the case of
imine 1, all experiments were performed with freshly
prepared solutions, so that the initial concentrations of
the reagents involved in the process were known. In
the case of imine 2, the experiments performed at
different days and temperatures were carried out us-
ing the same stock solution. This solution was gradu-
ally reacting and, except for the first experiment car-
ried out with the fresh solution, the concentrations of
the species present at the beginning of experiments
were unknown.

All experiments were spectrometrically monitored
with a UV diode array instrument at the suitable

thermostatted temperature. For more experimental
w xdetails, see previous works 26–28 .

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Simulated data sets

Pure hard-modelling approaches, pure soft-mod-
elling approaches and the new combination of both
will be abbreviated HM, SM and HSM, respectively,
throughout the text.

Three different scenarios are studied with simu-
lated data sets to assess the potential of the new ap-
proach with respect to HM and SM.

( )4.1.1. Clean kinetic processes D , D and Da f b
Ž .The examples show a complete process D anda

two incomplete ones: D , which is monitored once itf

has started and D , which has not evolved until theb
Žcomplete formation of the last reaction product see

. k1Fig. 3 . In all of them, the kinetic model, A™ B
™

k 2 C, and the initial concentrations of the chemical
compounds involved are supposed to be known. No
compounds other than those involved in the kinetic
process are present in the data set.

Table 1 shows the information related to the ap-
plication of the different methods, the error associ-

Table 1
Method application and results for the analysis of clean kinetic
systems. For description of the data matrices, see related text

bData Data Constraints % lack Rate constants
a cmatrix analysis of fit k k1 2

w xD SM 1, 3N1 3.04 – –a

HM – 3.06 1.023 0.9801
w xHSM 1, 3, 5N1 3.06 1.030 0.979
w xD SM 1, 3, 4N1 3.11 – –f

HM – 3.11 1.10 0.895
w xHSM 1, 3, 4, 5N1 3.11 1.089 0.921
w xD SM 1, 3N1 2.94 – –b

HM – 2.96 1.194 0.843
w xHSM 1, 3, 5N1 2.96 1.201 0.839

a HM: hard-modelling; SM: soft-modelling; HSM: mixed ap-
Ž .proach hard-modellingqsoft-modelling .

bw x Ž . Ž .kinetic profilesNspectra ; 1 non-negativity, 2 unimodality,
Ž . Ž . Ž .3 closure, 4 selectivity, 5 kinetic model.

c 2 2Ž .Lack of fit % s100= Ý r r Ý d where r are(Ž . Ž .i , j i j i , j i j i j

residuals and d are the elements of the raw data matrix.i j
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ated to the resolution results and the rate constants
obtained. HM, SM and HSM show very similar fits
in all cases because the knowledge used in the three
approaches to model the system match and is correct.
Thus, HM and HSM fit explicitly the data set to a ki-
netic model with two consecutive irreversible reac-
tions and SM assumes a system of three species with
sequential unimodal concentration profiles.

Because of the rotational ambiguity related to SM,
the profiles obtained are slightly worse recovered than
in HM or HSM approaches, this fact being more ob-
vious when profiles of species with no selectivity are

Žobserved, as B species in D or A and B in D seea f

.Fig. 5 . This fact is expectable because the kinetic
profiles in HM and HSM are shaped using a stronger

Ž .and correct constraint kinetic model . Actually, this
Žholds for any kind of reaction system solution equi-

.libria, etc. if the underlying chemical model is
known and the necessary information to apply it is

w xavailable 29 . Rate constants are similarly recovered
by HM and HSM. In both cases, the values agree with
the theoretical ones if the monitoring of the kinetic

Ž .process is complete D and worsen when the be-a

ginning or the end of the process is not well charac-
Ž .terised D and D . In the incomplete examples, thef b

rate constant recovery is better in matrix D becausef

Ž . Ž .Fig. 5. Kinetic profiles and spectra recovered for a D matrix and b D matrix. Solid lines are the true profiles, dotted lines are the SMa f
Ž .profiles and solid lines with square symbols are HM and HSM profiles both overlap in this case .
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the knowledge of A and B initial concentrations de-
creases the indeterminacy associated with the begin-
ning of the process.

In the analysis of single experiments of pure ki-
netic processes, HM and HSM perform similarly
when the kinetic model applied is appropriate and
improve the results obtained with SM. However, SM
gives approximate profiles and can help to find out
the kinetic model when no previous information of
the kind is available. From now on, since HSM gives
better results than SM and can be applied in the same
situations, only HM and HSM results will be com-
pared when possible.

4.1.2. Kinetic processes with spurious contributions

4.1.2.1. Presence of a drift. Drifts, which can appear
when a process is monitored during a long time or
when the working conditions are far from ideal, like
in industrial processes, can cause trouble in the esti-
mation of rate constants. The subtraction of the drift
would be an option to circumvent the problem, but an
insufficient knowledge of the nature of this contribu-
tion would easily introduce artifacts in the data set.

D has been simulated as an example of the pres-d
Ž .ence of an increasing drift in a data set see Fig. 3 .

Assuming that this contribution is absent at the be-
ginning of the process and is unlikely that it has the
same shape as any of the kinetic profiles in the data
set, a rank analysis of a matrix with drift would re-
veal the presence of this instrumental contribution.

HM, which models the data set including all the
absorbing species in the kinetic process, performs the
kinetic fit using the three compounds related to the
underlying kinetic model, A™ k1 B™ k 2 C, as if the
drift contribution was absent. HSM works consider-
ing four contributions, three related to the species in
the kinetic process and an additional one due to the
drift. Both kinds of contributions would be con-
strained according to their different nature. Thus, the
kinetic profiles of A, B and C would be forced to be
non-negative, unimodal, closed and to fit their re-
lated kinetic model, whereas the drift concentration
profile would only obey the non-negativity constraint
because no other features about its shape are known
beforehand. Non-negativity is applied to the UV
spectra of the four contributions.

Table 2
Method application and results for the analysis of kinetic systems

Žwith spurious contributions with drift, D , and with the presenced
.of an inert interferent, Di

b cData Data NC Constraints % lack Rate constants
a dmatrix analysis of fit k k1 2

D HM 3 – 3.23 1.40 0.830d
ew xHSM 4 1, 3, 5 N1 3.02 1.16 0.90

D HM 3 – 2.96 1.15 0.892i
w xHSM 3 1, 3, 5N1 2.96 1.16 0.89

ew x w xD ;D HSM 4 1, 3, 5 N1 3.16 0.95 1.05a i

a HM: hard-modelling; SM: soft-modelling; HSM: mixed ap-
Ž .proach hard-modellingqsoft-modelling .

b Number of components.
cw x Ž . Ž .kinetic profilesNspectra ; 1 non-negativity, 2 unimodality,

Ž . Ž . Ž .3 closure, 4 selectivity, 5 kinetic model.
dSee Table 1 for definition.
eThe fourth component, either related to the drift or to the in-

ert interferent, is not included in the kinetic model. Its concentra-
tion profile is only constrained to be non-negative.

Table 2 shows the results provided by HM and
HSM on matrix D . The possibility of modelling dis-d

tinctly the drift contribution with the HSM approach
leads to a clear improvement in the recovery of the
rate constants with respect to the HM approach. Fig.
6 shows the recovery of concentration profiles and
spectra by HM and HSM.

4.1.2.2. Presence of an inert interference. In com-
plex situations involving natural samples or indus-
trial production, kinetic processes of interest can of-
ten take place in the presence of other absorbing
species which do not participate in them.

Ž .D represents this situation see Fig. 3 , where ani

inert species is present throughout a kinetic process.
Though this is also a case of an extra contribution
apart from the kinetic process, the complexity of this
problem is much higher than the presence of a drift.
In a rank analysis of D , the inert species would noti

be detected as an additional component because it re-
mains invariant during the whole process. This is an
example of rank-deficient data set and neither HM nor
HSM would be able to give a right answer if this data
matrix was treated alone and modelled with the three

Ž .detected compounds see Table 2 , specially in what
concerns the recovery of spectra.

The only solution to the problem of rank-de-
ficiency, as has been mentioned in other works, is the
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Ž . Ž .Fig. 6. Kinetic profiles and spectra recovered for D matrix with drift added . Solid lines are always true profiles. a Solid lines with squaresd
Ž .are the profiles recovered by HM, where the drift cannot be explicitly modelled. b Solid lines with squares are the profiles recovered by

Ž .HSM related to the kinetic process. Dotted lines with = symbols are the concentration profile and spectra associated with the drift.

combined analysis of the rank-deficient matrix with
other matrices that can have the suitable information
to reveal the presence of the hidden components
w x30,31 . In the present case, this would be achieved if

Ž .a reference kinetic run without the inert species Da
Že.g., coming from the same process reproduced in a

.laboratory was available, for instance.
In the rank analysis of the augmented matrix

w xD ;D , four compounds are detected. HSM is ap-a i

plied so as the profiles in the C submatrix related to
D are differently constrained in an analogous way toi

the drift example. Doing so, right rate constants and
spectra are recovered since the contribution due to the
interference can now be modelled separately. The es-

timation of the rate constants is improved because of
the simultaneous analysis with a well-characterised

Ž .run D . Table 2 and Fig. 7 show the rate constantsa

and profiles obtained. Using the same analysis strat-
egy with HM would not make sense because this ap-
proach fits correctly series of clean kinetic processes

Žshowing the same kind of variation kinetic and
.spectral and the spectral variation of D and D is nota i

the same.

4.1.3. Kinetic processes with incomplete information
In Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2, it has been assumed

that the necessary information to fit the concentra-
tion profiles to a kinetic model, i.e., the model itself
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Ž .Fig. 7. Kinetic profiles and spectra recovered for D matrix, containing an inert interference. Solid lines are always true profiles. a Solidi
Žlines with squares are the profiles recovered by HM when D is analysed alone. HSM profiles are not plotted because they closely overlapi

. Ž .HM profiles . b Solid lines with squares are the profiles recovered by HSM related to the compounds involved in the kinetic process when
Ž .analyzed with D matrix. Dotted lines with = symbols are the recovered concentration profile and spectrum of the interference.a

and the concentration of all reagents at the beginning
of the monitored process, was available.

When the kinetic model is not known, the applica-
tion of SM and other soft-modelling exploratory data
analysis can be of valuable help to get this informa-
tion. Often, though, the kinetic model is identified,
but the process is under development when monitor-
ing starts and the information about the initial con-
centrations of the species involved is missing. In this
situation, no kinetic fitting would be possible either
and only SM could provide a description of the ki-
netic process.

Analysing a kinetic reference run simultaneously
with the experiment lacking the initial concentrations
of reagents would offer new possibilities to the prob-
lem. The three-way data set used to illustrate the ex-

w xample is D ;D where D is the reference run anda f a

D is the experiment with no information about thef

initial concentrations of the reagents.
The straightforward kinetic fitting of both matri-

ces would still not be possible neither with HM nor
with HSM. However, a two-step application of HSM
can provide first the lacking information of concen-
trations related to D and later on use these values inf
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the appropriate kinetic fit. Thus, in a first step, the C
submatrix related to D is constrained to obey a ki-a

netic model whereas the one related to D is exclu-f

sively soft-modelled using the appropriate con-
straints. Therefore, approximate kinetic profiles are

obtained for D and, what is important, the initialf

concentration of the reagents involved in the process
Žvalues placed in the first row of the related C sub-

.matrix . Once this information is known, HSM can be
applied again and the kinetic fitting of both experi-

Ž .Fig. 8. Graphical scheme related to the two-step kinetic resolution of an experiment with missing initial concentration values D combinedf
Ž . Ž .with a kinetic run with complete information D . a D is fitted to a kinetic model and D is soft-modelled. Initial concentrations for Da a f f

Ž . Ž .are obtained stars in the figure . b Both D and D can be fitted to their related kinetic models.a f
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Table 3
w x Ž .Two-step application of the HSM approach to a three-way data set D ;D formed by a clean and complete kinetic process D and a ki-a f a

Ž .netic experiment with missing information Df

Input information Output information
aInitial concentration Constraints % lack Initial concentration Rate constants

bw x w x Ž .A , B , C of fit A , B , C k rko o o o o o 1 2

Step 1
c

Da w x w x1, 0, 0 1, 3, 5N1 3.11 – 0.90r1.10
Df

w x w x1, 3N1 0.82, 0.17, 0.01

Step 2
c

Da w x w x1, 0, 0 1, 3, 5N1 3.12 – 1.04r0.97
Df

w x w x0.82, 0.17, 0.01 1, 3, 5N1 1.04r0.97

aw x Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .kinetic profilesNspectra ; 1 non-negativity, 2 unimodality, 3 closure, 4 selectivity, 5 kinetic model.
bSee Table 1 for definition.
c The first row of the input and output information cells relates to D and the second row to D . This holds for all parameters except thea f

w xlack of fit, which comes from the analysis of the three-way data set D ;D .a f

ments can be performed. Fig. 8 shows schematically
this process and Table 3 includes the related infor-
mation obtained. Kinetic profiles and spectra are well
recovered after the two HSM analyses.

5. Real data sets

In all the simulated examples, the underlying ki-
netic model and rate constants used have been the
same and when a three-way data set has been anal-
ysed, the same kinetic process was present in all runs.

The two real cases presented relate to series of ex-
periments performed at different temperatures and,
therefore, with different kinetic behaviour. Given the
HSM data decomposition and the possible use of dif-
ferent constraints for the C submatrices related to
each experiment, the method is expected to work
successfully if the pure spectra of the compounds do
not change shape among experiments, e.g., due to
variable temperature. Thus, before starting the HSM
application, it is crucial to test whether the spectral
changes among experiments are large enough to be
detected and thus potentially able to upset the data

Ž .analysis. Factor analysis FA can be used for this
purpose. When experiments involving exactly the
same chemical compounds are column-wise ap-

pended as in Fig. 1, the chemical rank of the result-
ing augmented data matrix should equal the number
of components obtained in the individual analysis of
each experiment. If this number is exceeded, signifi-
cant variation of the spectra is detected and simulta-
neous treatment of the experiments is not possible.
Rank analysis of the series of experiments related to
imine 1 and imine 2 has confirmed the invariability
of spectra in the range of experimental conditions
covered by the different kinetic runs. Therefore, ex-
periments can be combined for simultaneous data
analysis.

5.1. Imine 1 system: well-characterised experiments
performed at different temperatures

The goal of this example is to show the gain pro-
vided by HSM for the treatment of experiments with
different kinetic information. The three-way data set
is formed by two kinetic runs performed at 458C and
558C, respectively. In this case, the underlying ki-
netic model is known and so are the initial concen-
trations of the reagents since the experiments are car-
ried out with freshly prepared solutions. The kinetic
difference between runs comes from the value of the
rate constants, which vary with temperature.
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Table 4
w x Ž .HSM analysis of the three-way data set D ;D related to the imine 1 experiments see real examples in text1 2

Ž .Experiment T 8C Input information Output information

Kinetic model Initial concentration % lack Rate constants
a 3 y1Ž . w x Ž . Ž .mM A , B , C of fit k rk =10 s0 0 0 1 2

w xD 45 A™B™C 1, 0, 0 5.69 0.17r0.101
w xD 55 A™B™C 0.5, 0, 0 0.43r0.262

aSee Table 1 for definition.

Table 4 includes the input and output information
related to this data analysis and Fig. 9 includes the
related kinetic profiles and spectra. The lack of fit

obtained is acceptable and the rate constants, k and1

k , decrease their values as temperature does, which2

is the normal temperature-dependence of kinetic be-

Fig. 9. Kinetic profiles and pure spectra related to the data analysis of two experiments performed with imine 1 at Ts55 and 458C.
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haviour. The shape of the spectra also agrees with the
w xevolution of the raw experimental data 26 .

5.2. Imine 2 system: experiments performed at differ-
ent temperatures with missing information

This example increases complexity with respect to
the previous case. The three-way data set is formed
by four experiments carried out at 308C, 508C, 608C
and 708C. Now, since the series of experiments has
been carried out using the same stock solution during
different 4 days, the concentration of the reagents at
the beginning of each experiment is no longer known
because there is no possible prediction about the
progress of the reaction in the stored solution.

An interesting point to take into account in facing
the analysis of any kinetic data set is that both the
mechanism and the extent of the reaction should be
taken into account to set the underlying kinetic model
of an experiment. Thus, exploratory analysis of the
four kinetic runs using FA and Evolving Factor
Analysis revealed that the experiments performed at
508C, 608C and 708C had four components and cov-
ered totally or partially the three steps of the reaction
in Fig. 4, whereas the experiment at 308C, with three
components, only monitored the two first steps of the
process due to the time scale used. In practice, this
means that kinetic processes undergone at 508C, 608C
and 708C are fitted to a model A™ k1 B™ k 2 C™ k 3 D
whereas the run at 308C evolves according to a A
™

k1 B™ k 2 C model. Therefore, in this example, the
kinetic behaviour of the runs differs in the underly-
ing kinetic model and the rate constants.

The interest and complexity of this case led to an
extensive explanation of the whole process of data

w xanalysis in another work 32 . Here, only a brief
summary of the procedure employed and the infor-
mation obtained is offered to confirm once more the
potential of the HSM approach.

Table 5 shows the input information available
from the system. Only the first experiment, D , has1

the information necessary to perform a kinetic fitting
because it was carried out the first day with fresh so-
lution. The rest of experiments lack the initial con-
centrations of the reagents. The strategy used for the
complete analysis of this data set is the one used in
the simulated examples of kinetic processes with in-
complete information., i.e., a double application of

Ž .HSM to a recover the initial concentrations of the
Žcompounds in the process soft-modelling of the

. Ž .incomplete run and b use them in a later kinetic
fitting. Such an application of HSM combines the
reference experiment, D , with the rest. Given the1

complexity of the system, the incomplete runs were
introduced in the data analysis one at a time starting
by the run with the simplest and more resolved infor-

Ž .mation, D Ts308C , and ending with the one with4
Ž .most overlapped kinetic profiles, D Ts508C . Ev-3

ery time a new three-way data set was built by col-
umn-wise appending an additional experiment, the
double application of HSM was carried out using as
initial estimates the pure spectra obtained in the last
analysis.

Table 5 includes the output information obtained
once the whole process of data analysis is finished.
The rate constants decrease with temperature and the

Table 5
w x Ž .HSM analysis of the three-way data set D ;D ;D ;D related to the imine 2 experiments see real examples in text1 2 3 4

aExperiment Time Temperature Input information Output information
Ž .8C Kinetic model Initial % lack Initial Rate constants

bŽ . Ž .concentration mM of fit concentration mM k rk rk1 2 3
3 y1w x w x Ž .A , B , C , D A , B , C , D =10 so o o o o o o o

w xD 1st day 70 A™B™C™D 1, 0, 0, 0 7.41 – 0.54r0.17r0.801
w xD 2nd day 60 A™B™C™D – 0.72, 0.28, 0, 0 0.23r0.05r0.412
w xD 4th day 50 A™B™C™D – 0.43, 0.57, 0, 0 0.10r0.013r0.093
w xD 3rd day 30 A™B™C – 0.57, 0.43, 0, 0 0.025r0.0005r–4

a This parameter relates to the temporal sequence of performance of the experiments.
bSee Table 1 for definition.
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Fig. 10. Kinetic profiles and pure spectra related to the analysis of the series of kinetic runs related to imine 2, performed at temperatures
equal to 708C, 608C, 508C and 308C.

typical linear behaviour of ln k vs. 1rT is observed
in all the steps of the cyclopalladation reaction. The
initial concentrations obtained for the incomplete runs
vary consistently with the temporal sequence of per-

w xformance of the experiments, i.e., A decreases ando
w xB increases with the storing time. Fig. 10 shows theo

kinetic profiles and the spectra related to the analysis
of the four experiments. The shape and intensity of
the pure spectra agree with the evolution of the raw
spectra and with the qualitative description of the
species involved. The evolution of the kinetic pro-
files conforms the expected dependence to tempera-

Žture. Experiments particularly complex like D Ts3
.508C , where the kinetic information is severely

overlapped and whose individual analysis would lead
to ambiguous results, are resolved satisfactorily.

6. Conclusions

HSM equals or overcomes the performance of HM
and SM in any case. The great performance of the
method relies on the wealth of situations where it can
be successfully applied, clearly more numerous than
those tackled by pure HM approaches, keeping the
excellent model-based definition of the kinetic pro-
files, more appropriate and less ambiguous than the
profile shape obtained using pure SM approaches.
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HSM works exactly as SM when no information
of the kinetic process is available beforehand. It pro-
vides estimations of rate constants as good as HM
when clean kinetic processes with known model are
at hand. Additionally, it can model kinetic processes
where other absorbing contributions are present.

The possibilities opened by three-way analysis of
different experiments are specially attractive. Besides
the feasible fit of processes with different kinetic
models and rate constants in the same data analysis,
combining experiments where the overlap of the ki-
netic profiles is variable allows the resolution of spe-
cially complex cases that would not provide useful
information if treated alone. Working in rather un-
favourable conditions is sometimes interesting from a
chemical point of view and the chemist should not
give up this possibility as long as he can use other
clearer kinetic runs to merge with the experiment of
interest. Kinetic processes with incomplete informa-

Ž .tion i.e., initial concentration of reagents can be
analysed successfully when treated with a complete
reference process. Analysis of routine runs with ref-
erence ones could also be tried as a method of pro-
cess control to assess the completion of a kinetic
process and possible deviations from the kinetic
pathway desired.
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